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 resource file (.rc) that accompanies your application. Restorator was the first Windows application to edit resources without
recompiling your application. The other windows resource editors have relied on the resource compiler to compile and create

the resource file. This meant that if you were to make a change to your resources, you had to recompile your application and re-
test. Restorator took this and improved upon it by taking the user supplied data and turning it into an interactive resource editor.

Restorator has been developed from the ground up to work with Visual Studio 2005. If you are using Visual Studio 2005,
Restorator will create a resource file that you can then open in the Visual Studio Resource editor. Features Implements full drag
and drop support for editing resources. Allows you to add custom events or dialogs to edit resources. Supports making changes
to resource on the fly while in the editor. Supports adding a context menu to the editor. Supports creating a virtual collection of

resources. Supports updating the resource data in memory. Supports creating your own custom resources. Supports creating
resource bundles, and then selecting a set of resources for your bundle. Supports saving resources to disk and loading resources
from disk. Supports saving and reloading of resource bundles. Supports creating, editing and deleting of resource files. Supports
editing a resource on the fly with the "select" tool. Supports saving and reloading a resource. Supports keeping resources "read-
only" and saving and reloading on the fly with the "lock" tool. Supports executing code within your resources when a resource is
changed. Supports placing controls within your resource file, and then generating an XML document that defines the layout of
the controls. Supports saving and reloading of control layouts. Supports editing your resource file in Visual Studio. Supports

creating a new project and editing your resource file in the Visual Studio editor. Supports creating an entire project with
resource files in the Visual Studio editor. Supports recreating projects on different platforms (Win32, x86, x64, etc.). Supports
creating a new project with only your resources. Supports editing resource on the fly with Visual Studio 2005. Supports saving

and reloading your resource file. 520fdb1ae7
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